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Abstract—The availability of high-performance embedded
audio systems, along with high-bandwidth and low-latency con-
nectivity options provided by 5G networks, is enabling the
Internet of Musical Things (IoMusT) paradigm. A central com-
ponent of this paradigm is represented by networked music
performances (NMPs), where geographically displaced musicians
play together over the network in real time. However, to date,
IoMusT deployments over 5G networks remain scarce, and very
limited statistical results are available on the actual latency and
reliability of 5G networks for IoMusT and NMP scenarios. In this
article, we present a private 5G IoMusT deployment and analyze
its performance when supporting NMPs. Our IoMusT system is
composed of up to four nodes and includes different background
traffic conditions. We focused on the assessment of the sole wire-
less link, as the measurements can be easily transferred to a
realistic NMP architecture involving a wide area network (WAN)
by compounding them with those of the WAN. Our results show
that latency increases with the number of nodes and with the
presence of background traffic, whereas the reliability did not
vary with the complexity of the conditions. For all tested scenar-
ios, the average measured latency was below 24 ms (including a
jitter buffer of 10.66 ms), whereas packet losses occurred with
a probability of less than 0.01. However, irregular spikes were
found for all latency and reliability metrics, which can signif-
icantly reduce the quality of service perceived by the users of
NMP applications. Finally, packet loss and latency resulted to be
uncorrelated, which suggests that they have different root causes.

Index Terms—5G networks, Internet of Musical Things
(IoMusT), low-latency wireless communications, networked
music performance (NMP) systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE FIFTH generation (5G) is the latest generation
of mobile cellular networks standardized by the 3rd

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). 5G was conceived
to overcome a number of shortcomings of 4G networks,
while providing significantly better key performance indica-
tors (KPIs) [1]. These include lower radio access network
(RAN) latency, higher-bandwidth data communications, faster
transmission scheduling through higher numerologies, as well
as a more flexible core network (CN), including virtualized
network functions and edge-side computation. Thanks to these
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features, it is expected that the cellular connectivity provided
by 5G and its KPIs might support novel Quality-of-Service
(QoS)-driven applications [2].

One emerging field of application for 5G networks is net-
worked music performances (NMPs), where geographically
displaced musicians play together over the network [3], [4].
QoS is crucial to enable realistic collaborative interactions
between musicians over distant locations, as the end-to-end
transfer of audio information through the network must incur
low latency and be very reliable.1 These tight requirements
represent a major challenge for current 4G networks, and
call instead for ultrareliable and low-latency communications.
3GPP showed interest in 5G-enabled audio streaming dis-
tribution during live performances in their technical report
TR22.827 [5, Sec. 5.2], which collected preliminary require-
ments for such a use case. While this does not necessarily
mean that 5G technology is mature for such interactions,
the interest in making cellular networks an enabler of live
performances is likely to increase steadily.

A number of hardware- and/or software-based solutions
have been developed to support NMPs, either at the commer-
cial or at the experimental level. During the recent COVID-19
pandemic, such systems have received increasing attention and
demand from professional and amateur musicians for a vari-
ety of situations including online rehearsals, performances and
lessons [6]. Although the majority of them were originally
conceived as software programs executable on general purpose
machines, recent advancements leverage dedicated hardware
platforms specifically designed to minimize audio acquisi-
tion, processing and buffering delays. Relevant examples in
this space are JackTrip [7], Elk LIVE [8], LOLA [9], and
fast-music [10].

The availability of high-performance embedded digital
boards for audio sampling and processing, along with reliable
low-latency connectivity options, is enabling the application of
the Internet of Things (IoT) concept to the musical domain.
This has yielded a vision for the emerging paradigm of the
Internet of Musical Things (IoMusT) [11]. The IoMusT vision
relates to the network of “Musical Things,” i.e., computing
devices embedded in physical objects dedicated to the pro-
duction and/or reception of musical content. According to this
vision, future musical instruments and interfaces will embed
intelligence and communications capabilities. All devices that

1We remark that minimizing latency usually takes priority over reducing
the bandwidth consumption of an NMP system. Hence, the use of audio
compression algorithms is typically not preferred, because such algorithms
introduce latency.
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support NMPs are a fundamental component of the emerging
IoMusT paradigm, and 5G is expected to be an enabler for
it [12], [13].

While telecommunications operators roll out the first private
and public deployments of 5G cellular networks worldwide,
only a few (often special purpose) 5G architectures have been
investigated to date for the case of NMPs [12]. Preliminary
tests with early 5G hardware often target feasibility rather
than an in-depth statistical analysis of the 5G network’s
actual latency and reliability performance for NMP applica-
tions [14], [15]. Only one study, to the best of our knowledge,
has very recently focused on the long-term collection of
latency and packet error traces for audio transport over 5G
infrastructure [16], albeit only two musical endpoints are con-
sidered in it. Such preliminary experiments confirm that not
every feature specified in 5G standards is available in state-
of-the art 5G networks: foreseeably, only the features with
the most promising market viability will be implemented.
Therefore, the potential of 5G cellular systems in this con-
text remains largely unexpressed, and a systematic evaluation
of the 5G network performance in realistic IoMusT and NMP
scenarios remains an open research avenue. In particular, to
the best of authors’ knowledge, NMPs over 5G have been
studied only involving two endpoints and without considering
concurrent background traffic [17].

In this article, we make a further step forward in the analysis
of 5G-supported NMPs by presenting a private 5G commu-
nication architecture that connects an IoMusT system of up
to four nodes. Each node represents a musician; scenarios
with multiple nodes reproduce well the network and traffic
conditions occurring when musicians play together in a band
or classic quartet. From the point of view of 5G connectiv-
ity, having all musical things closely co-located makes their
transmissions more subject to interference among users and
to scheduling conflicts. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, it
represents a previously unseen configuration in the literature.
Moreover, we apply competing background traffic that would
saturate the available 5G radio resources in the absence of
IoMusT communications, using both the user datagram proto-
col (UDP) and the TCP transport protocols. This represents a
challenging if not worst-case scenario from the point of view
of radio access management, and ensures that the results of
our experiment cater to public network deployments, which are
designed to avoid bandwidth saturation as much as possible.

In this setup, we collect latency and reliability performance
metrics that help assess the feasibility of each architecture for
NMPs, and perform a statistical analysis on our data.

Our work is driven by the following research questions.
1) Is the performance of 5G networks sufficient to support

the requirements of IoMusT deployments?
2) Can we quantify the performance of an NMP applica-

tion supported by a 5G network in terms of the packets’
latency (which relates to the feasibility of the NMP
itself) and reliability (which relates to the quality of the
sound perceived by the musicians and audience)?

3) How does the performance of a 5G network supporting
an NMP vary as a function of the number of IoMusT
nodes and of different background traffic levels?

Our main purpose in this article is to answer the above ques-
tions using state-of-the-art technologies for NMP systems and
5G networks. To achieve this, we will rely on a state-of-the-art
private standalone (SA) 5G network composed of: up to four
NMP devices [8], connected into a peer-to-peer NMP system
via one ZTE MC801A1 5G SA customer premise equipment
(CPE) per device; an RAN composed of a ZTE V9200 base-
band unit (BBU) and of a ZTE QCell R8149 antenna-based
device, configured to work in the n78 3GPP band (from 3.3
to 3.4 GHz) using time-division duplexing (TDD) and a sub-
carrier spacing of 30 kHz; a ZTE ZXRAN U9003 multiaccess
edge computing (MEC) server; a CN located close to the BBU
and running 5G CN functions (e.g., authentication, mobil-
ity, session and user management, etc.). The antenna device,
BBU, MEC server, and CN were connected through fiber-optic
cables. Moreover, two extra ZTE Axon 10 Pro 5G smartphones
act as sources of intervening radio traffic.

We remark that the above equipment is standard, and not
modified to optimize its performance in our specific scenarios.
Both the RAN and the CN hardware and software used in our
experiments are the same versions available in the market.
Moreover, radio access parameters are standard (e.g., up to
three retransmissions, proportional-fair scheduler, and 30-kHz
subcarrier spacing). The details of our considered deployments
are provided in Section III.

We aim to assess whether 5G has the potential to be a
fundamental enabler of the IoMusT paradigm, that will over-
come the packet latency and reliability limitations of current
4G cellular networks [18]. While we are aware that the most
relevant case for NMPs over 5G would be to include a wide
area network (WAN) connecting the nodes, in this study we
focus on the wireless access component in isolation from
the performance of the WAN. Decoupling the networking
performance of IoMusT devices, the 5G RAN and the CN
from the performance of WANs and long-range backhauling
yields more general results. In fact, we do not tie ourselves to a
specific operator network topology (like in [16]) or to custom
network configurations (like in [17]). Rather, we can assess
the delay sources for IoMusT deployments in detail, while
measuring how much transport delay can other network com-
ponents afford. This information enables future 5G network
design to account for these measurements, and make more
informed choices about, e.g., how far IoMusT devices can be
located to operate correctly, or which MEC server should host
network functions involved in IoMusT service provisioning.

In these terms, the closest study related to our work [16]
is akin to our setup, as their metropolitan link introduces an
estimated delay of <1 ms. In any event, both our results and
those of [16] can be easily transferred to a realistic NMP sce-
nario with a nonnegligible WAN transport component because
the measurements on latency and reliability can compound
with the WAN delay contribution (and the statistics thereof)
in mixed architectures using 5G and WAN.

As 3GPP continues the characterization of the QoS
of multiple applications that may be supported by 5G
networks [19], it is of paramount importance to substanti-
ate whether current or future 5G architectures already support
these QoS levels, or whether they need to be technically
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improved and revised, or rather if support for such QoS is
unlikely under the current 5G specifications [20] and a consid-
eration for future-generation cellular architectures such as 6G.
In this context, we note that the IoMusT has some characteris-
tics in common and several differences with respect to typical
applications of interest for 5G. For example, applications
relying on 5G for (massive) machine-type communications
(MMTCs) [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27] typically focus
on dense deployments of machine-type devices, with intermit-
tent or erratic communication patterns. While some IoMusT
deployments can be dense, especially if they involve interac-
tions between the performers and their audience [11], IoMusT
communication patterns are predictable and periodic for the
whole duration of a performance.

While ultrareliable low-latency communications (UR-LLC)
were designed to support fast exchanges between 5G devices
with vanishing errors [28], [29], [30], [31], [32] and would
thus be ideal for NMPs on paper, research on UR-LLC is still
progressing. For instance, it remains unclear whether target
UR-LLC error and latency figures will constitute minimum or
average values, to which user density would UR-LLC apply,
whether UR-LLC will best apply to episodic communications
or to periodic and possibly prolonged data exchanges, and
whether it would support a potentially large set of users as
may appear in a typical IoMusT scenario.2 Moreover, it is still
under discussion how to let UR-LLC co-exist with other traf-
fic types, such as massive IoT [29], [33] or eMBB [34], [35]
and UR-LLC is still not fully supported (e.g., the European
Parliament’s Research Service plans UR-LLC-capable deploy-
ments not earlier than 2025 [36]), except at the level of
exploratory demos [37]. In several cases, massive IoT deploy-
ments are even considered a feature of future sixth-generation
(6G) networks [38]. Even the density of users foreseen for
the high-performance MMTC network slice formalized in [19]
may be insufficient for several IoMusT deployments involving
several performers acting simultaneously and interacting with
an audience.

The above discussion should clarify that the IoMusT rep-
resents a new paradigm, where a stable flow of real-time
packet exchanges needs to be supported with very limited
delay budgets, very high reliability, and possibly involving
a large number of devices. These elements demand that the
IoT community investigates the performance of real IoMusT
deployments in-depth [39], [40] and that it is relevant to
do so using current state-of-the-art 5G technology, starting
from smaller scenarios and progressively scaling up to denser
and more demanding ones. Such rigorous investigations will
be instrumental to emphasize the actual achievements of
current technology, as well as the technical improvements
required to fully support a given service on the field. Notably,
such considerations are in line with the push of industrial
groups to categorize different IoT embodiments with (possibly
extremely) different requirements [41].

2IoMusT scenarios include not only large performances with several actors,
but also complex interactions between performers and (not necessarily co-
located) audiences.

Our study should serve as a first stepping stone to foster
additional investigation on optimized 5G architectures to sup-
port NMP through 5G networks, as well as a first definition
of benchmark scenarios of interest for NMP tests.

In the remainder of this article, we discuss the main service
requirements for NMP systems, focusing on latency and reli-
ability (Section II), and discuss the materials and methods of
our performance evaluation (Section III). We then proceed to
describe our result and findings (Section IV) before drawing
some final remarks in Section VI.

II. LATENCY AND RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

FOR NMP SYSTEMS

NMP systems aim to render the same conditions as acoustic-
instrumental on-site performances. An effective remote and
distributed music performance entails extremely strict QoS
requirements, such as very low communication latency, low
and constant jitter (i.e., the variation of latency), and high
audio quality (i.e., low packet losses that generate unper-
ceivable dropouts in the signal) [42], [43]. Therefore, audio
transfer through a wireless channel must be reliable, fast,
and should experience no outages. Connectivity interruptions
may happen, so long as their frequency of occurrence is
low enough for low-complexity error correction schemes to
compensate. Such techniques include packet loss conceal-
ment methods [44], [45], [46], [47]. Satisfying these KPIs is
necessary to maintain a stable tempo and to ensure a satisfac-
tory auditory perception, thus enabling synchronicity among
performers and, more generally, a high-quality interaction
experience [3, Ch. 3].

In more detail, several studies have determined that the end-
to-end latency that guarantees performative conditions to be
as close as possible to traditional in-presence musical interac-
tions amounts to 20–30 ms [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53].
Such a delay corresponds to the propagation delay of a sound
wave covering a distance of 8–10 m in air. This distance is
typically assumed to be the maximum displacement that dif-
ferent performers can still tolerate, while ensuring a stable
interplay in the absence of further synchronization cues (e.g., a
metronome, or the gestures of an orchestra conductor).

Reliability, in the context of NMPs, refers to the capabil-
ity to guarantee successful message transmissions within a
defined latency bound. There is currently no consensus on
a minimum threshold value for this metric. Notably, scarce
research has been conducted thus far to determine exact KPIs
for reliability in NMP systems. On the one hand, this might be
a consequence of conducting academic assessments of NMP
systems through networks with inherently high reliability, so
as to focus on the effects of latency [4], [54]. On the other
hand, the definition of the term reliability in NMP contexts
is still unclear [16], hindering the coherence between differ-
ent experiments. In fact, the relationship between packet loss,
the distribution of packet loss over time, and perceived audio
quality has not been univocally determined, yet. Only a few
studies have preliminarily investigated such a complex mat-
ter [55], [56]. In any event, there is consensus that consecutive
packet losses cause the most harmful impact on the perceived
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the components contributing to the overall
latency, with the indication of the configurations utilized in the deployed 5G
architecture.

audio quality, and need to be avoided as much as possible. In
fact, depending on the length of the error burst, packet loss
concealment methods may fail to successfully reconstruct the
missing audio data.

One of the requirements of NMPs is to have a constant jitter,
i.e., the latency should not fluctuate significantly, otherwise,
this would negatively affect the synchronization among the
musicians, and introduce artifacts, such as audio glitches in
the audio stream [4]. Usually, jitter buffers at the receiver side
are utilized to compensate for the varying transmission latency
of individual packets. For a given network, it is possible to
realize different latency budgets by selecting different sizes
for the jitter buffer.

Once the jitter buffer is set in place, latency becomes con-
stant. In more detail, the overall audio latency path from a
musician acting as a sender to a musician acting as a receiver
is composed as follows (see Fig. 1):

L = dADC + daudio_buffer_snd

+ dpacketization + dnetwork

+ djitter_buffer + ddepacketizazion

+ daudio_buffer_rcv + dDAC (1)

where all variables represent instantaneous, time-varying val-
ues, and in particular as follows.

1) dADC represents the delay due to the analog to digital
converter.

2) daudio_buffer_snd is the delay due to the acquisition of the
signal to be sent, which is stored in an audio buffer
having a size configured according to the audio host
utilized.

3) dpacketization represents the delay due to the packetization
of the digital signal.

4) dnetwork is the delay determined by the transport network
latency.

5) djitter_buffer represents the delay caused by the jitter buffer
used to compensate the network jitter for a sufficient
number of packets, which relates to the buffer size.

6) ddepacketization is the delay due to the depacketization of
the signal received from the jitter buffer.

7) daudio_buffer_rcv is the delay due to the acquisition of the
received signal in packets (which is stored in an audio
buffer having a size configured according to the audio
host utilized), as well as the mixing of such a signal with
that generated by the musician using the local device.

8) dDAC represents the delay due to the digital to analog
converter.

The jitter buffer size not only affects the overall latency,
but it may also affect reliability and, as a result, the perceived
audio quality. Lost packets are the result of actual packet losses
in the network plus late packet arrivals that the jitter buffer
cannot compensate for. For instance, a jitter buffer lasting 5 ms
will handle packets which are at most 5 ms later than the
fastest packet, and all packets received afterwards will be lost
even if they carry noncorrupted audio data. As pointed out
in [16], the choice of the jitter buffer size is not trivial and
needs to be carefully considered, since it trades off latency for
audio quality.

An additional issue is the occurrence of bursty errors and the
average length of error bursts. This is a well-known problem in
wireless networks [57], and requires better statistical models
than a uniform error distribution to understand the impact of
error bursts on other network protocols as well as applications.
For NMPs, error bursts are strongly related to the reliability,
which depends not only on packet losses and on how they dis-
tribute over time but also on the time duration of packetized
audio samples (hence on how many samples are included in a
single packet, and thus on the sampling frequency). Realistic
packet error ratios may range from 10−6 up to 10−4, although
sufficiently powerful error concealment techniques may com-
pensate for higher ratios. However, large bursts are more likely
to impair concealments algorithms [16].

A complicating factor is that, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, there currently exists no widely accepted method
to objectively evaluate the impact of network-based packet
losses in NMP settings. The state-of-the-art in this area is the
perceptual evaluation of audio quality (PEAQ), an international
telecommunication union (ITU) standard conceived to measure
perceived audio quality by taking psychoacoustic effects into
account. However, it has been argued that PEAQ might not
be appropriate for the evaluation of the impact of packet loss
on perceived audio quality, as it was not designed to reflect
the specific properties of networked systems [55]. Therefore,
the definition of a clear reliability threshold for NMPs still
represents an open research challenge.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Apparatus

The end-to-end network implemented in our experiments
was a private 5G SA network composed of three elements [58]
as follows.

1) User Equipment (UE): Any device directly employed by
an end user to communicate.

2) RAN: The infrastructure that includes radio base stations
(the gNBs) and bridges the connection between the UEs
and the CN.

3) CN: The central part of a network that implements
key connectivity services (including, e.g., authentication,
security, access management, traffic shaping, slicing, and
mobility management) for users connected through the
RAN; moreover, the CN enables the transmission of IP
packets to external networks such as the Internet.

Fig. 2 provides a schematic of the network architecture and
the data flow, where we depict all components involved in
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the deployed 5G SA architectures and the corresponding data flow.

the architecture and setup for the sake of completeness. The
network was deployed in an indoor space of the ZTE Italia
Innovation & Research Center (ZIRC) located in the city of
L’Aquila (Italy). The base station was placed on the ceiling,
about 3 m away from six UEs placed on a table (see Fig. 3).
Four of the six UEs acted at the same time as the sender
and receiver of audio signals. The remaining two UEs were
used for the generation and reception of background traffic.
The average available bandwidth was measured via ZTE’s pro-
prietary data rate metering software, yiedling 1000 Mbit/s in
downlink and 270 Mbit/s in uplink.

1) User Equipment: Each of the four UEs used for audio
transfer consisted of a CPE (i.e., a 5G/WiFi/Ethernet router,
and specifically a ZTE model MC801A1) connected via
Ethernet to an audio/network interface device (an Elk LIVE
box [8]) providing a peer-to-peer NMP system. We did not
involve human subjects to perform live music. Rather, to fully

automate the measurement sessions, we simulated the audio
signals they would have produced. We achieved this via an
ad-hoc software coded in the pure data real-time audio pro-
gramming language. The four signals corresponded to the
audio recordings of four musicians playing together (elec-
tric bass, drums, keyboard, and electric guitar players) but
recorded separately. The files were played back at the same
time and the resulting signals were routed from a laptop to an
RME Fireface UFX II soundcard. Such a laptop was not con-
nected to any CPE, and only served the purpose of generating
the audio signals.

The four audio signals travelled along audio cables from
the soundcard to the input of each NMP device. Each box
mixed the sound produced by one simulated performer with
the sound received from the other boxes (one, two, or three
depending on the experimental conditions). The resulting mix
could then be heard from headphones connected to each box.
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Fig. 3. Picture of the setup of the 5G SA architecture, showing the base
station, the six CPEs, the four NMP devices, the four headphones, the sound
card, the six laptops, and the smartphone.

The connection between the NMP devices requires a prelimi-
nary handshaking procedure, which was controlled by laptops,
one for each box. This preliminary handshake was mediated
by an external sever connected to the Internet, which is han-
dled by the NMP service provider. After this initial phase, the
boards were connected in a peer-to-peer fashion (no Internet
routing is involved during the exchange of audio packets).
With reference to Fig. 2, we remark that the TURN server on
the top side of the figure only acted as a plain traffic relay,
without intervening in the packet exchange.

The utilized NMP system is based on the Elk Audio OS
(a low-latency audio operating system optimized for embed-
ded systems [8]) and an ad-hoc hardware device that translates
analogue audio signals into IP-packets for network transport
and vice versa. The system enables deterministic processing
for high-precision packet pacing and timestamping, as well as
logging of received IP packet latency, jitter, and packet loss.
It produces a protocol data unit comprising 64 audio samples
(each sample requiring 16 bits) for each audio channel. To
optimize for latency, the UDP is utilized for transport, with-
out including any audio redundancy or retransmission-scheme
at the application layer. Since two audio channels are involved,
the total protocol data unit size is ≈ 272 bytes. The device
works with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz, and the packet
transmission rate is one packet every 64/(48 ·103) ≈ 1.33 ms.
A required data rate per box of approximately 2, 7, and
11 Mbit/s in both uplink and downlink was measured for NMP
systems comprising, respectively, two, three, and four NMP
devices. Therefore, the total bandwidth (for both uplink and
downlink) was 4 Mbit/s in settings with two boxes, 21 Mbit/s
with three boxes, and 44 Mbit/s with four boxes.

The codecs used for analog-to-digital conversion as well
as digital-to-analog conversion introduced a delay of 0.5 ms
each in the respective two NMP devices (dADC and dDAC).
The time taken for packetization (dpacketization) and depacketi-
zation (ddepacketization) was negligible. The time introduced by
the audio host at the sender and receiver device (daudio_buffer_snd
and daudio_buffer_rcv) was related to the audio buffer utilized,

and amounted to ≈ 1.33 ms (i.e., 64 samples at sampling
rate of 48 kHz. Therefore, the main delay components in the
NMPs are due to over-the-air transmissions, backhaul rout-
ing, processing, as well as the jitter buffer size. The latter
(djitter_buffer) was set to 512 samples (i.e., ≈ 10.66 ms at the
sampling rate of 48 kHz). Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
the deterministic delay due to the functioning of the NMP
system amounted to 14.32 ms. This left a latency budget for
the network transmission (dnetwork) of up to 15.68 ms in order
to avoid exceeding the total latency tolerable by musicians.

The two UEs used to create extra background traffic con-
sisted of the same CPE type as the other four UEs, and were
connected to one laptop each. An additional UE consisted of
a 5G-enabled smartphone (model Axon 10 Pro 5G by ZTE).
The first laptop acted as a receiver for the downlink traffic
generated by a server placed inside the CN. The second lap-
top acted as a receiver for the uplink traffic generated by the
smartphone. The traffic (either UDP or TCP according to the
experimental conditions detailed in Section III-B) was imple-
mented by a server–client architecture based on the iperf3
software for network traffic generation and performance tests.

2) Radio Access Network: The RAN was provided by a
base station working in the 5G SA mode, which comprised an
antenna-based device and a BBU. The antenna-based device
(ZTE QCell R8149) received and transmitted wireless signals
(5G NR) from/to the CPEs. It was configured to operate in
the 3GPP frequency band n78 (from 3.3 to 3.4 GHz), using a
bandwidth of 100 MHz, and a TDD configuration. The QCell
was connected to a ZTE V9200 BBU via a 1-m optical cable.
The BBU was connected to an MEC server (ZTE ZXRAN
U9003) through a 2-m optical cable. The MEC acted as a
TURN server, i.e., as a relay of the audio traffic between the
peers.

3) 5G Core Network: The CN was located in the same
building as the BBU, about 10 m apart, and connected via
a fiber optic cable. We recall that we counted on a 5G SA
deployment for our measurements, meaning that all signal-
ing passes through a 5G common core, which includes the
access and mobility management function (AMF), the session
management function (SMF) and user plane function (UPF),
respectively, with the control-plane and user-plane packet and
service gateways. The proportional fair scheduler applied no
packet dropping policies, and the traffic was routed without
giving priority to any kind of packets.

We remark that all the hardware employed in our tests is
commercially available and has not been modified in any ways
for the purposes of this experiment. Similarly, the software
employed in the ZTE cellular radio equipment is standard and
has not been modified or optimized in order to run our exper-
iments. For example, the scheduling algorithm that manages
radio traffic is the proportional-fair scheduler, a de-facto stan-
dard in cellular technology to date. The above helps make our
study reproducible.

B. Evaluation Procedure

We assessed the performance of the deployed architecture
under different conditions, including both ideal conditions
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TABLE I
TESTED EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

without interfering traffic in the same cell, and in worst-case
scenarios, including concurrent background traffic that satu-
rates the available bandwidth. Table I provides a synopsis of
the test scenarios. For each condition, we continuously trans-
mitted audio for 10 min and 30 s from one endpoint to the
other(s), and vice versa, while measuring the performance of
the IP connection via the logging system of each NMP device.
Three recordings were performed for each condition. We
retrieved high-precision measurements of four performance
metrics considered for the analysis as follows.

1) Latency: One-way latency in milliseconds, calculated as
the round-trip time between two nodes divided by two
(under the assumption that the time of the outbound and
inbound communication was the same).

2) Packet Loss Ratio: The ratio between lost and transmit-
ted packets within a given analysis window.

3) Missed Packets: The number of lost packets within the
analysis window.

4) Max Number of Consecutive Missed Packets: The max-
imum number of consecutively lost packets within the
analysis window.

Such metrics were computed on windows of ≈ 2.33 s. Each
analysis window contained 1750 packets of 64 samples. We
discarded the first 30 s of recording to remove any effect due
to the handshaking of the devices. This led to an analysis of
450.000 packets for each box (i.e., 10 min) in each recording,
leading to a total of 1.350.000 packets for each box for each
condition (as there were three recordings per condition). We
computed the mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maxi-
mum of each of the four performance metrics by merging the
log data recorded at each box in each experiment condition.

Concerning the one-way latency measurement, this included
the actual delay introduced by the network as well as the
contribution due to the jitter buffer (i.e., ≈ 10.66 ms). The
round-trip latency computation is achieved by associating to
every transmitted packet a time stamp and a sequence num-
ber. Once the receiving node receives a packet from the sender,
it piggybacks information about the received packet into the
next outgoing audio packet. This information is then used by
the original sending node to compute the round-trip latency.
From this measure the one way latency is computed divid-
ing by two. Different from other NMP systems (e.g., [16]),
the one involved in the present study does not necessitate

extra hardware (e.g., GPS) or a shared clock to synchro-
nize the involved nodes: synchronization is carried out via
statistical inference, thanks to a patent-pending algorithm of
the system manufacturer. Notably, the latency measurement is
robust because it is carried out systematically for all transmit-
ted packets, resulting in a large number of data points. The
measurement method is not fully accurate for measuring the
one-way latency, but it is surely an optimal tradeoff that is pos-
sible to achieve in the absence of a shared clock. However,
the method is highly accurate when measuring the round-trip
latency.

IV. RESULTS

Table II shows the results concerning the considered sta-
tistical measures on the four metrics (latency, packet loss
ratio, missed packets, and maximum number of consecutive
missed packets) for all conditions. An analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was performed on different linear mixed effect mod-
els, one for each metric. Specifically, each model had the
metric and condition as fixed factors, and the NMP device
as a random factor. Post hoc tests were performed on the fit-
ted model using pairwise comparisons adjusted with the Tukey
correction.

Regarding the analysis on latency, a significant main
effect was found for factor condition (F(29183) = 1488.3,
p < 0.001). The post hoc tests revealed that the latency was
lower for condition 1 compared to conditions 2 and 3, as well
as conditions 4 and 7; it was lower for condition 4 compared
to 5 and 6; it was also lower for condition 7 compared to con-
ditions 8 and 9; all comparisons were significant at p < 0.001.
These results indicate that latency significantly increased with
the number of boxes (without traffic), and the addition of traf-
fic (both UDP and TCP) significantly increased the latency
compared to any conditions where the boxes constituted the
only sources of traffic.

Fig. 4 uses box plots to convey the mean and standard devia-
tion of the latency distribution over all conducted experiments.
Triple asterisks connect conditions for which comparisons are
relevant at p < 0.001. The numbers show the two main trends
discussed above, whereby an increasing number of boxes or
the presence of background traffic (regardless of whether the
traffic is TCP or UDP) contributes to increasing latency.

For the most saturated case with four boxes, we also observe
the expected result that TCP connections are more lenient
toward the UDP traffic from the NMP devices. Conversely,
background UDP traffic does not pose any limit on the transmit
rate, and causes a higher latency increase.

As far as packet loss ratio, missed packets, and maxi-
mum number of consecutive missed packets are concerned,
no significant main effect was found. Fig. 5 illustrates the bar
plots for the three above metrics, showing that all of them
are approximately independent of the experimental conditions.
Because the RAN resources were saturated in the presence of
background traffic, we observe that the proportional fair sched-
uler used in the 5G RAN allocates a fair amount of bandwidth
to all UEs (including those offering non-NMP traffic), and
errors span both desired audio packets and background traffic.
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TABLE II
MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM OF THE FOUR

INVESTIGATED METRICS FOR EACH CONDITION. THE UTILIZED NMP
SYSTEM INVOLVED A JITTER BUFFER WITH SIZE OF ≈ 10.66 MS

From this result, we conclude that 5G NR radio communi-
cations were correctly configured to balance traffic, that the
scheduler worked properly by allocating a fair amount of

bandwidth to all UEs, and that errors spanned both desired
audio packets and background traffic. The latter was proven by
visual inspection of the logs of the iperf3 application dur-
ing the experiments and showed expected patterns (e.g., more
frequent losses when background traffic operates along with a
larger number of boards, or if UDP is used).

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the four performance metrics
over time (10 min), recorded at one of the boxes, for the con-
ditions 4 boxes (left panels), 4 boxes + UDP traffic (middle)
and 4 boxes + TCP traffic (right), respectively. These were
the most complex conditions investigated, as they involved all
boxes as well as the saturating traffic streams. We observe
latency peaks as well as bursts of consecutively missed pack-
ets. This situation, however, is common to all conditions, and
statistical analysis yielded no significant differences.

Fig. 7 illustrates the cumulative density function of the four
metrics for the conditions 4 boxes, 4 boxes + UDP traffic and
4 boxes + TCP traffic. Concerning latency, we observe that
for condition 4 boxes 99.3% of the packets incur a delay of
24 ms or less, while for condition 4 boxes + UDP traffic and 4
boxes + TCP traffic the percentages are at 92.8% and 98.1%,
respectively. Regarding missed packets, the figure shows that
for condition 4 boxes 99% of the lost packets amount to up to
62, while for condition 4 boxes + UDP traffic and 4 boxes +
TCP traffic the number is 66 and 62, respectively. As far as the
maximum number of consecutive missed packets is concerned,
for condition 4 boxes 99% of the bursts amount to up to 44
packets, while for condition 4 boxes + UDP traffic and 4
boxes + TCP traffic the number is 27 and 32, respectively.

We searched for possible correlations between latency and
the other three measures in all conditions’ results (grouping
the results for all boxes in the same condition). For this pur-
pose we utilized Pearson’s correlation tests. For all sessions
we identified significant correlations at p < 0.01, but their
strength was always weak (up to r < 0.3).

V. DISCUSSION

Regarding latency, the results of our tests showed that the
implemented IoMusT system guaranteed, in all experimental
conditions, the latency requirements needed to ensure a real-
istic musical interplay (i.e., 30 ms). The measured end-to-end
latency was below 24 ms on average, and never exceeded
29 ms. We achieved such delays through proper configura-
tion of ZTE’s equipment to work at 5G NR numerology 1
in the n78 (3.3–3.4 GHz) band, implying a subcarrier spacing
of 30 kHz and radio frame length of 500 µs. We remark that,
per the discussion in Section I, we did not resort to an explicit
UR-LLC setup. In any event, we observed no exceeding delays
across the RAN. Instead, we remark that the CN was optimized
for uplink/downlink communications, and not for peer-to-peer
communications occurring across the NMP devices. Delays
within the CN itself can thus happen to be large due, e.g., to
the multiple interrogations of UE location registers before for-
warding traffic in downlink. Optimizing these aspects is part
of our future work.

As far as reliability is concerned, packet losses occurred
with a probability of less than 10−2 on average, with irregular
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Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation of the latency for all conditions, with indication of the relevant statistically significant pairs. Legend: *** = p < 0.001.
The sole network latency can be retrieved by subtracting the duration of the jitter buffer (≈ 10.66 ms) from the reported data.

Fig. 5. Mean and standard deviation of packet loss ratio, missed packets, and maximum number of consecutive missed packets for all conditions.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the four performance metrics over time (10 min), recorded at one of the boxes, for the most complex conditions: 4 boxes (left), 4 boxes
+ UDP traffic (middle), and 4 boxes + TCP traffic (right).

bursts of up to 151 consecutive packet losses in some cases.
This data requires the adoption of efficient packet error con-
cealment methods able to reconstruct (with no additional
latency) the parts of the audio signals that are missing.
Retransmission mechanisms or audio redundancy schemes
could also be set in place, although they were not activated
for the presented experiments.

From Fig. 6, we observe that latency and packet loss signif-
icantly fluctuated over time (see the latency spikes and packet
loss bursts). However, our in-depth investigations suggested
that packet loss may not be correlated to latency. This may
indicate that packet loss and latency originate from different
network operations, e.g., that latency is not necessarily due
to loss recovery attempts via retransmissions at the radio link
level. This result is in accordance with the findings reported
in [16] for a public 5G SA network involving two nodes.

To investigate the source of packet loss in more depth,
we performed measurements directly on the ZTE equipment,
yielding a block error ratio (BLER) of about 0.08. This fig-
ure is fully in line with 5G specifications, but slightly higher
than the expected BLER of 0.05 or less from proprietary ZTE
trials. The reason for this discrepancy is attributed to the con-
figuration of 5G transport blocks for throughput maximization
instead of resilience against interference. We also conjecture
that other ZTE QCells deployed in the ZIRC area and operat-
ing in the same band could sporadically cause interference to
the QCell used in our experiments.

Notably, our results showed that latency increased with the
number of nodes and with the presence of background traffic.
Nevertheless, the metrics related to reliability did not signifi-
cantly vary with the complexity of the conditions. The Elk Live
NMP system uses 44 Mbit/s in both downlink and uplink when
four nodes are involved. This value is much smaller than the
available bandwidth (1000 Mbit/s in downlink and 270 Mbit/s
in uplink). The network dynamically adapts the radio resources
to be allocated to all connected nodes according to the pro-
portional fair scheduling principle, and can therefore support
the NMP service also in the presence of congestion due to

Fig. 7. Cumulative density function for all metrics in the most complex
conditions: four boxes, four boxes + UDP traffic, and four boxes + TCP
traffic.

background traffic. This adaptation, however, also causes a
small latency increase.

In our deployment, we configured the jitter buffer to a size
corresponding to 10.66 ms. However, by looking at the sub-
plots in Fig. 7, the buffer size could have been increased to
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15 or 16 ms and still yield a total latency lower than the
30 ms threshold recommended for NMP (see Fig. 1) in most
of the cases. This increase would have enabled the inclu-
sion of several packets that were otherwise discarded in our
measurements, since they arrived after the maximum delay
allowed by the jitter buffer). Nevertheless, this would not have
affected the reliability in terms of packet radio losses.

It is worth noting that our study involves a scenario with
four NMP endpoints co-located in the same room and con-
nected to the same base station. From the point of view of
radio access performance and mutual interference, this likely
represents a worse case than a typical NMP deployment, where
performers are distributed across a larger metropolitan area,
and possibly served by different gNBs or by different sectors
of the same gNB [12]. Moreover, we did not consider the case
where a WAN, such as the Internet bridges multiple endpoints.
The presence of a WAN would have limited the duration of
the jitter buffer for long distances (so as to satisfy the over-
all 30-ms latency requirement), and would have affected the
reliability performance.

Our results provide various insights for the design and the
configuration of an NMP system involved in a 5G IoMusT
deployment. First, they indicate the need for retransmission
mechanisms when dealing with a wireless link with a broad
available bandwidth but yielding suboptimal reliability, such
as the one encountered in our experiments. Second, an efficient
packet loss concealment algorithm (working at zero latency) is
required, especially to deal with consecutive lost audio pack-
ets. Such algorithm could be placed not only at the receiver
side but also on the MEC. Third, our findings suggest that
budgeting a sufficient transport delay over a WAN requires fur-
ther progress with the design of the RAN hardware, including
support for higher numerologies, which contribute to reducing
radio access and transmission latency. Fourth, the presence of
concurrent traffic (especially if intense, such as the one gener-
ated in our experiments) contributes to increasing end-to-end
delays. The 3GPP 5G standard provides the concepts needed
for a design able to support such performances: in addition to
the use of an MEC, slicing mechanisms would allow to decou-
ple resources allotted to NMPs from those allotted to other
types of traffic. However, further measurements are needed to
precisely identify the requirements of a 5G slice for musical
interactions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This article presented and evaluated a 5G-based IoMusT
system designed to support NMPs. Our setup included up
to four musicians, and provides a more realistic situation
than the scenarios involving two networked musical devices
typically investigated in the NMP literature. Our evalua-
tion focused on the latency and reliability of digital audio
packet exchanges over the 5G network, which are KPIs for
NMP quality-of-experience requirements. In particular, the
network performance was assessed both in ideal conditions
and in worst-case conditions, i.e., respectively, without and
with background TCP and UDP traffic contending for RAN
resources against audio traffic.

Our results revealed that latency proportionally increased
with the number of nodes and with the presence of background
traffic, whereas reliability metrics did not vary with the com-
plexity of the conditions. In particular, the average latency
was below 24 ms for all conditions, whereas packet losses
occurred on average with a probability of less than 10−2. The
presence of sporadic spikes was observed for all latency and
reliability metrics. Latency peaks and, especially, long bursts
of consecutive lost packets represent problematic situations for
the strict QoS requirements that need to be ensured for NMPs.
Packet loss ratios resulted to be uncorrelated with latency: this
indicates that they originate from different causes. In the con-
sidered experimental conditions, the CN seemed to impose
significant transit delays to audio packets. We are collabo-
rating with the ZIRC research center to relieve such delays,
and improve the speed of peer-to-peer communications among
networked musical instruments.

A continuous stream of reliable and low-latency communi-
cations, such as those needed for NMPs, are challenging to
be supported by the fifth generation of mobile networks. This
type of QoS is vastly different from that of traditional mobile
broadband applications. Our findings suggest that current 5G
network designs need to improve in terms of latency and reli-
ability in order to properly support NMPs, especially when
involving a WAN between the end users. The 5G standard has
provisions for dedicated slicing and MEC mechanisms that are
yet to be properly explored for the case of musical interactions.
Future investigations toward these directions could prove that
5G is fully capable of supporting NMPs and, as a consequence,
that it is a fundamental enabler of the IoMusT paradigm.
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